A PRAIRIE INFLUENCE
the great plains and a world of music

HAMRE RECITAL HALL
Augustana University, Sioux Falls, South Dakota

Individual tickets and complete schedule available at www.dakotasky.org

$10 ADULTS/$5 STUDENTS AND CHILDREN

IDENTITY
Yi-Chun Lin, Violin and Piano; William Cedeño, Flute; and Jeff Paul, Oboe and Alto Saxophone, with guest, Andrew Reinartz, Bass
MAY 28, 2019, 7:30PM

MILES, MONK, ELLINGTON, & BILLIE WITH THE JAZZ CURATORS
Joel Shotwell, Saxophones; Jim Speirs, Trumpet; Jell Paul, Piano; Andrew Reinartz, Bass and Daniel Heier, Drums
MAY 29, 2019, 7:30PM

AMERICAN VOICES
Paul Sánchez, Piano; Kayleen Sanchez, Soprano; Jeff Paul, Oboe; Andrew Reinartz, Bass
MAY 30, 2019, 7:30PM

SCULPTURE – MUSIC FOR PERCUSSION INSPIRED BY IMAGE
John Pennington, Aaron Ragsdale, Darin Wadley and Charlie Mogen, Percussionists
MAY 31, 2019, 7:30PM

TWELFTH ANNUAL MUSIC FESTIVAL
MAY 28-31, 2019